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Abstract

Introduction Plants must maintain a balanced water budget to support fun-
damental processes. Light, on the other hand, is the ultimate energy source
and therefore vital in the plants’ energy balance. To use light or to use wa-
ter efficiently represents a trade-off that persists throughout a plant’s life,
but is especially important during the establishment of a seedling. Control
of gas exchange is required to attain the optimal balance between the fluxes
of carbon dioxide and water vapour. This is achieved by regulating the de-
gree of stomatal opening. Individual leaf gas-exchange measurements allow
the assessment of the trade-off in stomatal conductance at a point in time
while repeated measurements over an extended period can provide diurnal
time-courses which are useful to evaluate the strategies that plants employ
to control water use efficiency. Tree seedlings exposed to shade or sunlight
require a strategy for water use that accommodates both light conditions.
Under the current changing of climate, droughts in many regions increasingly
threaten seedling survival, providing the context for the research in this thesis.

Objectives The main objective is to improve our understanding of the effect
of light quality and irradiance on water relations. To achieve this, it is neces-
sary to link sensory and physiological mechanisms that control gas exchange
to adaptation and acclimation of whole plants. Therefore, I used multiple
experimental approaches to bridge the gap between stomatal responses and
adaptation to contrasting natural environments. I studied genotypes differing
only in photoreceptor function (I), populations within a single species from
different parts of their natural distribution range (III), and related endemic
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species with different geographical distributions within the island of Madagas-
car (II).

Materials and methods Seedlings of Adansonia (Baobab) included three
species A. grandidieri, A. madagascariensis and A. rubrostipa, whereas the
Fagus sylvatica L. (European beech) seedlings derived from four populations:
from Spain (Montejo-ES), Germany (Rindelpholz-DE and Eichelberg-DE),
and Sweden (Blaviksliarna-SW). Two wild types (WT) of Arabidopsis thaliana
L. Col-5 and Ler and two blue-light/UVA photoreceptor mutants cry1 cry2
and phot1 phot2 were compared. The measurements common to all experi-
ments included gas exchange, leaf pigments and growth in articles I, II and
III. Methods for the measurement of leaf area are described in IV.

Conclusions Light can affect plant water relations by regulating the rate and
magnitude of stomatal movement. Blue-light photoreceptors play important
roles in this movement under blue and green light, with their contributions to
stomatal control changing through the photoperiod (I). When plants grow in
shade, the response of stomatal conductance to long-term water-deficit may
become more conservative (III). Under drought, related species within the
same genus can have different water-use strategies, including the regulation of
stomatal conductance (II). Differences in water use are correlated with local
climate and help to explain the geographic distribution of related species (II)
and variation among local populations (III). My findings broaden our under-
standing of the mechanisms behind maintenance of a favourable water balance
in plants. I achieved this by connecting photoreceptor function to stomatal
regulation at different times of the day, and stomatal regulation to the trade-
off between water use efficiency and maintenance of hydraulic conductivity.
Much remains to be done before these connections can be validated over the
full range environmental gradients that occur in nature. The roles of pho-
toreceptors in diurnal regulation of water relations during a drought period
are far from clear; neither are their roles in acclimation and adaptation of dif-
ferent species and populations to the dynamic light environments of natural
habitats. Further research will be required to understand the roles played by
photoreceptors in different water-use strategies and at different time scales
spanning from days to seasons.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Water relations

Terrestrial plants mainly obtain water from the soil. It is absorbed by their
roots, and transported through the vascular tissue to their shoots, reaching
cells in the leaf before eventually passing into the atmosphere. To maintain
this upward water movement and avoid desiccation, plants need to control
certain hydraulic traits (Anderegg, 2015). At the end of this passage of water
through the plant, water vapour diffuses through leaf stomata and escapes to
the atmosphere through transpiration. Though necessary for gas exchange
and to maintain tension in the vascular tissue, the process of transpiration
brings a potential risk of dehydration to the plant and a threat of death if not
adequately controlled (Anderegg et al., 2018).

Leaves are possibly the most complex organ in plants because of their multi-
functional roles, including carbon assimilation by photosynthesis (𝐴net) and
respiration, transpiration driving the transport of water and solutes, gas ex-
change between the plant and the air, and sensing environmental signals. The
balance between carbon gain and water loss through leaf gas exchange is the
main focus of this thesis.

Light is the energy source for 𝐴net and also an important environmental cue for
the establishment of a seedling (Hernández and Kubota, 2014; Minotta
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6 1 INTRODUCTION

and Pinzauti, 1996; Wollaeger, 2015). A seedling receiving full sunlight has
a high 𝐴net, which stimulates stomata to open widely facilitating the diffusion
of carbon dioxide (CO2) so allowing greater carbon assimilation (Assmann
and Shimazaki, 1999). Simultaneously, H2O also escapes through these
stomatal pores by transpiration. As well as water status, the irradiance and
spectral composition of solar radiation can also regulate stomatal conductance
(Pieruschka et al., 2010). Hydraulic stress under water deficit triggers sys-
temic signals in the plant to close its stomata, limiting water loss while unin-
tentionally also limiting 𝐴net (Aphalo and Sánchez, 1986; Sperlich et al.,
2019). On the other hand, the effect of light on water balance is to enable the
complex control of hydraulic processes and stomatal functions, accompanied
by trade-offs between hydraulic efficiency and carbon gain (Fan et al., 2011;
Hajek et al., 2014; Henry et al., 2019). Figure 1.1 illustrates a comparison
of plant growth in full sunlight and canopy-shaded environments.

Figure 1.1: Water transport from the soil through a plant to the atmosphere, contrasting those
processes determining water movement in plants under full-sunlight and a shaded environment
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1.1.1 Acclimation and adaptation

During its life, a plant needs to adjust to changes in its environment which
at times may provide unfavourable conditions for growth and survival. Plant
responses to new conditions can involve (1) a temporary change in their phe-
notype, such as a change in leaf pigments responding to the changing seasons
or a new light environment, or (2) a change that can be passed to the next
generation as a result of differential reproductive success. The former change,
only in the phenotype, is acclimation and the latter change in both the geno-
type and phenotype is adaptation. Stomatal respones and water use are, as
other plant traits, subject to both acclimation and adaptation.

The trade-off between maximising growth and avoiding water loss, introduced
above, requires functional coordination between different physiological and
metabolic processes. Stomatal conductance (𝑔s) is coordinated with both leaf
hydraulic conductance (𝐾L) (Xiong et al., 2018) and 𝐴net (Aasamaa and
Aphalo, 2015; Matthews et al., 2018) during acclimation to a changing
light-environment.

1.1.2 Water potential

The difference in water potential (WP, Ψ) quantifies the magnitude of the
driving force for movement and its sign indicates the direction in which water
moves. It can also serve as an indicator of the water status in plants. A
typical well-watered plant from a temperate environment, such as Arabidopsis
thaliana L. or Fagus sylvatica L., maintains WP within the range of -0.2 MPa
– -2.5 MPa, while in drought tolerant plants it can drop as low as -10 MPa
in extreme conditions (Taiz and Zeiger, 2010). Stomata close due to low
WP and a decrease in photosynthetic activity is one consequence. In addition,
low turgor pressure hinders the production of new leaf area by limiting leaf
expansion, although enhancement of leaf turgor pressure by solutes, known as
osmotic adjustment, can mitigate this effect (Boyer, 1976).

In the field, plants achieve a high pre-dawn leaf water potential (Ψpre-dawn)
which usually reaches equilibrium with the soil water potential over-night.
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Subsequently, WP drops around midday because of the high transpiration
rate driven by strong solar radiation (Améglio et al., 1999). The diurnal
regulation of stomata, and thus also of the resulting leaf and whole-plant
water potential, is often a result of a compromise between the simultaneous
need for carbon gain and control of water loss (Prior et al., 1997; Valladares
and Pearcy, 2002). This trade-off may consequently affect plant performance
and fitness parameters such as seedling growth and fruiting (Améglio et al.,
1999; Klepper, 1968).

1.1.3 Leaf gas exchange

For plants the major function of stomata is control of the diffusion of CO2
and H2O vapour between the plant and the atmosphere. Therefore, both 𝐴net
and water status are tightly linked to those factors that affect the rate of and
capacity for gas exchange through stomata.

The carbon assimilation rate is frequently limited by CO2 diffusion through
stomata (Long, 2003). The decreased 𝐴net caused by reduced CO2 flow due
to stomatal closure is considered as stomatal-limitation (Karlsson and Ass-
mann, 1991; Kubiske et al., 1996), to differentiate this process from non-
stomatal limitation of photosynthesis through photochemical and biochemical
processes. It is possible to detect the source of limitation to photosynthetic
activity by assessing the intercellular CO2 concentration in the leaf mesophyll
air spaces (Aranda et al., 2012; Drake et al., 2017; Gimeno et al., 2019).

1.2 Light

Light is the energy source for photosynthesis by plants. It also affects other en-
vironmental parameters such as temperature and water vapour deficit (VPD),
which are closely related to water status in plants through their effect on the
transpiration rate. Just like water transport, water balance over the whole
plant is a complex process, which depends not-only-on water content and sta-
tus but also on energy balance (Lambers et al., 2008).
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Plants are known to perceive through photoreceptors wavelengths of radiation
within the bounds 280 nm – 790 nm (Aphalo et al., 1991; Grant et al.,
1996; Parisi et al., 1998; Ulm and Nagy, 2005). Within this region, photo-
synthetically active radiation (400 nm – 700 nm, PAR), shown in Figure 1.2,
is an approximation to the effective wavelengths for plant photosynthesis.
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Figure 1.2: Solar spectrum in open field. The measurement can be checked in (Rai et al., 2019).

In addition to field research, growth chambers and growth rooms are used for
plant cultivation in experiments. In this case, different types of lamps are used
as light in place of sunlight. In I and II, we used such controlled environments
with fluorescent tubes as light sources. Figure 1.3 shows the light spectrum
used for growing plants in I.

The two spectra, Figure 1.2 and 1.3, show how different the light conditions for
plant growth are outdoors compared to those in a growth room: the irradiance
is much higher outdoors in solar radiation than it is in a growth room. The
shape of the spectrum received in each environment is also very different,
as solar radiation is also much more homogeneous across wavelengths than
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Figure 1.3: Growth-light spectrum in a growth room in Viikki Campus of the University of Helsinki,
Figure SI1 in I.

radiation emitted from fluorescent tubes.

1.2.1 Perception of light

Photons of light can penetrate the epidermis and reach the mesophyll layer
and drive photosynthesis. Besides the part absorbed by the leaves, a portion
of the radiation is reflected and some is transmitted through the leaves (Figure
1.4).

Plant leaves actively respond to PAR through photosynthesis (Figure 1.5),
but also through photoreceptors for ultraviolet-A radiation (UVA, 315 nm –
400 nm), ultraviolet-B radiation (UVB, 280 nm – 315 nm) (Aphalo et al.,
2012) as well as for visible light.
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Figure 1.5: Spectrum for photosynthesis in oat leaves. Data from McCree (1972).

1.2.1.1 Photoreceptors

Plants have several families of photoreceptors, which absorb photons and
transduce these events into signal cascades (Möglich et al., 2010; Paik and
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Huq, 2019). Well-studied families include red/far-red photoreceptors phy-
tochromes (Casal et al., 1998), UVA/BL-photoreceptors cryptochromes and
phototropins, and the UVB photoreceptor UVR8 (Rizzini et al., 2011). It
is a multidisciplinary task to study the sophisticated mechanisms by which
photoreceptors sense light conditions and trigger plant responses to changes
in the intensity and duration of irradiance, its spectral composition, and even
polarisation of light (Batschauer, 2003).

1.2.2 Blue light (BL) and the two main BL-photoreceptors

The short wavelengths of PAR, BL (400 nm – 500 nm), can drive 𝐴net effi-
ciently (Bukhov et al., 1995; Muneer et al., 2014) and also affect circadian
rhythms (SchmidI and Dring, 1992). A key effect of BL is to drive stomatal
opening (Zeiger and Hepler, 1977; Zeiger et al., 1987), and therefore cause
increased water loss and more negative WP (Muneer et al., 2014). Some
photoreceptors such as phototropins are known to play roles in coordinating
stomatal opening in response to BL (Briggs and Huala, 1999), and conse-
quently a small dose of BL can induce stomatal opening (Shimazaki et al.,
2007). Figure 1.6 shows the spectral absorbance of BL photoreceptors CRYP-
TOCHROME 1 (Zeugner et al., 2005) and CRYPTOCHROME 2 (Banerjee
et al., 2007) (CRY1 and CRY2), and PHOTOTROPIN 1 (PHOT1). Because
of their different structures (Bouly et al., 2007; Christie et al., 1999), cryp-
tochromes (crys) and phototropins (phots) have divergent functions in plant
photomorphology and light perception (Briggs and Olney, 2001; Galen et
al., 2007; Giliberto, 2005; Lian et al., 2011).
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1.2.3 Shade effect

Figure 1.1, highlights key differences in shoot morphology and shoot:root car-
bon allocation between seedlings that grow in full-light or in canopy shade
bellow trees. Growth in full-sunlight can be more upright and under shade
more horizontal (Valladares and Pearcy, 1998). Shade may also affect
the relative stomatal sensitivity to light of different colours (Aasamaa and
Aphalo, 2015) and enhance water use efficiency (WUE) by reducing stomatal-
limitation on CO2 supply.

1.3 Leaf stomatal function

Leaf stomata are distributed in the leaf epidermal layer and function as valves
in the path for the exchange of gaseous molecules with the atmosphere outside
leaves (Ziegler, 1987). In the species studied, one stoma is formed by a
pair of kidney-shaped guard cells and the pore between them. The pattern
of deformation of guard cells with changes in turgor is controlled by fibre
orientation in walls (Meidner, 1987), and changing in the shape and size of
the guard cells make the pores open and close. Considering their function and
evolution, the mechanisms of stomatal movements ultimately serve to maintain
a favourable water status while allowing 𝐴net (Manzoni et al., 2011).

1.3.1 Stomatal opening driven by light

Pioneering work about stomatal responses to environmental stimuli was done
by Francis Darwin in the late 19th Century (1898). He was the first to record
the interesting observation that the stomata of plants kept next to windows
opened in the morning and closed in the afternoon in darkness. The mecha-
nisms in stomatal responses to light have been studied from numerous different
perspectives (Chen et al., 2012; Roelfsema and Hedrich, 2005; Turner,
1970), but two mechanisms of stomatal opening driven by light quality have
been considered: (a) direct opening driven by BL; (b) indirect opening under
red light (RL) (Shimazaki et al., 2007), involving many metabolic processes
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(Lawson et al., 2014; Talbott and Zeiger, 1996) and CO2 (Ainsworth
and Rogers, 2007; Aphalo and Jarvis, 1993; Olsen et al., 2002) in signal
pathways (Hayashi and Kinoshita, 2011).

1.3.2 Stomatal optimisation and WUE

Stomata regulate the balance between CO2 supply for 𝐴net and water loss.
Using water economically for high WUE then depends on the optimization
of stomatal behavior. In general, under a given environmental condition, the
higher 𝑔s and consequently also 𝐴net are, the lower the instantaneous WUE.
Maximization of WUE over a whole day is much more difficult, as environ-
mental conditions change during the course of a day: irradiance, temperature
and VPD vary during the course the day, and so does WUE for a given 𝑔s.
The model of Cowan and Farquhar (Cowan and Farquhar, 1977) proposed
as optimization criterion that stomatal conductance throughout a daily course
is optimised by maximizing carbon gain for a given-fixed use of water per day.
Work has been done for testing this theoretical model from Cowan and Far-
quhar against measured data to obtain a better understanding in stomatal
regulation during drought (Berninger, 1996; Berninger and Hari, 1993).

Under limited water availability, it is always of interest to investigate the
role of stomatal regulation in the balance between carbon gain and water loss
(Manzoni et al., 2011). From an ecological perspective, this needs to be done
across different plant species, taking into account that differences in spatio-
temporal responses of 𝑔s can be an important factor in stomatal optimisation
of WUE (Matthews et al., 2017), which is a key point of interest in this
thesis work.
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Chapter 2

OBJECTIVES

2.1 Objectives and hypotheses

The main objective is to improve our understanding of the effect of light qual-
ity and irradiance on water relations through gas exchange. To achieve this, it
is necessary to link sensory and physiological mechanisms that control gas ex-
change to adaptation and acclimation of whole plants. Hence, I used multiple
experimental approaches to bridge the gap between stomatal responses and
adaptation to contrasting natural environments. I studied genotypes differing
only in photoreceptor function (I), populations within a single species origi-
nating from different parts of their natural distribution range (III), and closely
related endemic species with different geographic distributions across the is-
land of Madagascar (II). The following questions define the main hypotheses
tested:

I a) Are diurnal patterns in 𝑔s correlated with diurnal patterns in 𝐴net under
blue, green and red monochromatic light? b) Do the BL-photoreceptors, crys
and phots, have different roles in stomatal opening and do these roles vary
during the photoperiod?

II a) Can the natural regeneration and geographical distribution of three
species of Adansonia endemic to Madagascar be explained by differences in
their drought tolerance affecting seedling growth and gas exchange? b) Do

17
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these differences correlate with the dryness of the growth environment in their
natural habitats in different regions of Madagascar?

III a) Will different European populations of Fagus sylvatica L., expected to
differ in stress tolerance based on habitat of origin, also differ in hydraulic
traits and growth both when well-watered and under drought as a result of
trade-offs between stress tolerance and growth rate? b) Will these populations
also differ in stomatal responses and water transport capacity under combined
drought and shade stress as a result of the trade-off between carbon gain and
water loss? c) Are the differences in the acclimation to drought and shade of
the different populations the result of their adaptation to habitats differing in
water and light availability?



Chapter 3

MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 Materials

3.1.1 Species

In my thesis work, I studied plants from three distinct genera: Adansonia
(common name as baobab) and Fagus sylvatica L. (common name as European
beech), and model plant Arabidopsis thaliana L. Heynh. (common name as
thale cress). All species are listed in Table 3.1.

3.1.2 Morphology

Different Arabidopsis gentoypes display differences in the morphology of their
phenotypes between wild types (WTs) and mutants, shown in Figure 3.1. The
leaf shapes in WT Col-5, its mutant phot1 phot2 and Ler are visually different.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Treatments and devices

19
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(a) Col-5 (b) phot1 phot2 (c) Ler (d) cry1 cry2

Figure 3.1: Four gentoypes that were used in the experiments in I

Figure 3.2: Three Baobab species

(a) Germination in a cold
room

(b) Growing under differ-
ent treatments

(c) A seedling in gas ex-
change measurement

Figure 3.3: Three stages of beech seedlings: germination, growing and measurement
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Article Species Mutant, species/populations Treatment and duration

I Arabidopsis
Ler, cry1 cry2

Red, green and blue 200 μmol m−2 s−1 irradiance for 11h
Col-5, phot1 phot2

II Adansonia1
A. grandidieri

Water deficitA. madagascariensis
A. rubrostipa

III Fagus sylvatica L.2

Montejo-ES

Water deficit and artificial shade in summer
Rindelpholz-DE
Eichelberg-DE
Blaviksliarna-SW

Table 3.1: Plant materials and received treatments

1. Figure 1. in II shows the map of primary vegetation in the places where the three species orginate.

2. Table 1 in III shows the origin of the four beech provenances and climatic conditions at their origin.
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Table 3.2: Parameters measured in each of the Articles.

Measured trait Measurement device Article

Leaf gas exchange
measurements

Licor 6400 / Walz I, II, III

Leaf stomatal density and size Leica Microscrope I
Leaf chlorophyll fluorescence Walz PAM I
Leaf water relative content II Precision Balance
Leaf mass area Precision Balance II, III
Leaf chlorophyll content SPAD-502 II, III
Leaf transmittance and
abosorptance

Ocean Optics Jaz spectrometer I

Leaf epidermal flavonol Dualex 3.3 FLAV 375 nm III
Leaf hydroxycinnamic acids Dualex HCA 315 nm III
Stable carbon isotope analysis gas chromatograph and magnetic mass

spectrometer GC-MC
II

Stem diameter, leaf weight
ratio (LWR), SWR, RWR

Precision Callipers, Ruler III

Leaf water potential PMS 1000, Pressure Chamber III
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3.2.2 Statistics

3.2.2.1 R packages

Many R packages were used in this thesis work, especially Article I, to make
the statistical analyses and plotting possible. Some packages in Tab. 3.3 can
be helpful to readers with similar needs.

Table 3.3: Useful R packages used in the Articles

Package name Major function Citation

ggplot2 Plot figure Wickham (2016)
scales Figure visualisation Wickham (2018)
grid Figure visualisation: axis

ticks
R Core Team
(2019)

lubridate Figure visualisation: time Grolemund and
Wickham (2011)

photobiology Spectrum plotting Aphalo (2015)
dplyr Data construction Wickham et al.

(2019)
plyr Data construction Wickham (2011)

reshape2 Data construction Wickham (2007)
mgcv Generalized additive mixed

models
Wood et al.
(2016)

polynom handle polynomial Venables et al.
(2019)

nlme Mixed model Pinheiro et al.
(2019)

multcomp Simultaneous Inference Hothorn et al.
(2008)

gmodels model fitting Warnes et al.
(2018)

formatR Tidy R codes in R chunks formatR: Format
R Code
Automatically
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Package name Major function Citation

Bookdown Writing documents or books
with Rmarkdown,

outputting into multiple
formats

Xie (2016)

xtable Print table in Rmarkdown Dahl et al.
(2019)

knitr Fundamental for
communicating with
markup lanugages

Xie (2014)



Chapter 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The aim of this thesis work was to study the effect of light on water relations in
plants, mediated through gas exchange and especially through stomatal con-
trol. To achieve this, both the adaptation of populations and species to their
light environment and their acclimation during the course of the growing sea-
son were considered. These responses were studied from different perspectives
in I, II and III, using different experimental approaches. In the present Chap-
ter, connections are made among the experiments described in I, II and III
and the core idea behind the whole thesis is highlighted. The Discussion also
includes consideration of methodological aspects of the research, developed in
IV, related to the quantification of leaf area through image analysis.

Article I is focussed on light quality and the roles of photoreceptors in the
diurnal variations of stomatal control, including a specific role of BL in stom-
atal opening (Assmann and Shimazaki, 1999; Zeiger et al., 1981). In
this context, the particular functions of crys and phots, photoreceptors for
BL, were studied. Normal stomatal opening under BL can only be achieved in
the presence of both BL-photoreceptors crys and phots, functioning over two
consecutive steps: (a) the initial high rate of stomatal opening, followed by (b)
the maintenance of this degree of stomatal opening. The benefit for the plant
of this BL-specific stomatal opening, in terms of carbon acquisition, is not
immediately obvious considering that a similar 𝐴net is attained under both

25
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BL and RL. The difference in stomatal opening under BL and RL means that
under constant illumination, light quality can affect WUE and consequently
water relations. However, in a changing environment where the received irra-
diance and light quality can be dynamic these stomatal responses may play
different roles.

4.1 Quick or slow stomatal opening

Quick stomatal opening occurred in the morning under BL, as shown in I
Figure 5. It is thought that this quick stomatal response to light proceeds
within secs or minutes of the light stimulus being perceived. It is thought to
be activated by the plasma-membrane proton (H+) pump driving a flux of H+

and indirectly an influx of potassium (K+) into the guard cells (Well studied
and reviewed in Blatt, 2000; Schwartz and Zeiger, 1984; Shimazaki et al.,
2007). Quick responses such as these are common during the period around
dawn (Jones and Muthuri, 1984; Tenhunen et al., 1987) and in transient
sunflecks under canopies (Way and Pearcy, 2012).

On the other hand, the period over which slow stomatal responses to light can
occur has proven harder to define. For instance, the stomatal response to RL
usually proceeds over a period of minutes to hours (shown through the whole
diurnal course in I Figure 2), but is always slower than the response to BL
(Brogardh, 1975; Meidner, 1968; Zeiger and Hepler, 1977). It is often
considered that, because RL is efficient in driving 𝐴net and thus depletion
of CO2, this and other associated signals from the mesophyll air-spaces con-
stitute the main factors driving slow stomatal opening (Kana and Miller,
1977; Mott, 2009; Zeiger and Field, 1982). Thus, compared with the slow
response of stomata under RL, BL-driven responses are more beneficial for
the fast regulation and quick acclimation to light conditions. The high ratio
of BL to PAR in full sunlight at dawn and during the preceding twilight pe-
riod (Figure 4.1) may explain this high sensitivity of stomata and their quick
opening in response to BL (Shimazaki et al., 2007).
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Figure 4.1: Ratio of blue light to solar radiation. Data were collected from Kumpula Campus,
University of Helsinki (Lindfors A, Heikila A, Kotilainen T and Aphalo PJ, unpublished).

4.2 Environmental effects on the degree of
stomatal opening

Results from I showed that the degree of increase in stomatal opening under
BL compared with that under RL was much larger than the relative increase
in 𝐴net which resulted, demonstrating the lack of mechanistic coordination
between 𝑔s and 𝐴net.

Under solar radiation, photosynthetic capacity can sometimes be tightly
bound to stomatal conductance (Aranda et al., 2012; Kubiske et al.,
1996). Higher stomatal conductance relieves the diffusional limitation on 𝑔s,
facilitating higher 𝐴net, but also increasing the risk of dehydration. Different
mechanisms of stomatal response enable a diversity of controls on stomatal
opening which can secure the hydraulic safety of plants, which may also
depend on higher stomatal sensitivity to environmental hydraulic factors
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(e.g. water potentials in air and soil) than to photosynthetic environmental
factors (e.g. CO2 concentration and light) (Aasamaa and Sõber, 2011).

Coordination between 𝐾L and 𝑔s is important in the regulation of plant water
status (Meinzer and Grantz, 1991). In comparisons among different species,
the value of the parameter 𝐾L, observed when stomatal conductance drops
to 50% of maximum stomatal conductance (gmax), reflects adaptation in the
trade-off between the efficiency of stomatal opening for carbon acquisition
and the control of water loss (Henry et al., 2019). Notably, this trade-off
may become more complex in shaded environments under canopies where light
availability can be low enough to risk carbon starvation if 𝐴net fails to reach
compensation point (Markesteijn et al., 2011). Light quality can also affect
hydraulic traits such as 𝐾L (Savvides et al., 2012). The changes in 𝐾L and
𝑔s reported in III indicate that drought can play a more important role than
shade in decreasing stomatal sensitivity to light under conditions where plants
require enhanced hydraulic safety.

Shade conditions may bring benefits such as cooler temperatures and lower
VPD that reduce water loss (Valladares and Niinemets, 2008; Valladares
et al., 2008). However, long periods of drought are expected to occur with
increased frequency as a result of climate change, and these beneficial effects
of shade could be lessened by decreased soil moisture (Valladares et al.,
2008). The optimisation of stomatal behaviour for an environment that is
both dry and shaded becomes a critical factor for seedling survival. Classical
models such as Cowan and Farquhar (1977) assume that plants maximise daily
carbon gain given a fixed amount of water loss. This model does not consider
the problem of maintaining water transport during drought. This problem for
the plant involves a trade-off which is more risky in strong light than in shade.
A situation which is further complicated by the differences in light quality that
exist between shade and sunlight, which further enhance the difference in the
degree of stomatal opening between the two environments (Assmann and
Grantz, 1990; Sharkey and Raschke, 1981). Stomatal responses to light
quality and its temporal variation within canopies have not been studied in
detail, but their study will be important for understanding survival strategies
of plants growing in the field.
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4.3 Diurnal patterns in stomatal opening

Stomatal movement is driven by a number of external environmental cues
and internal signalling (Blatt, 2000). Environmental drivers such as PAR and
VPD have diurnal patterns (Stoy et al., 2005) and therefore stomata that ac-
climate to the local environment show diurnal changes in sensitivity. Many of
the internal signals regulating stomatal movement, such as abscisic acid (ABA)
(Desikan, 2003), occupy critical positions in the signal cascades governing
diurnal time-courses of potassium accumulation in guard cells (Talbott and
Zeiger, 1996; Tallman, 2004). In I the temporal role of BL-photoreceptors
is elucidated, so it follows that these photoreceptors function within the sig-
nalling network dictating diurnal patterns of stomatal response. Considering
potential points of interaction within this signalling network, ABA is a well-
known drought-related phytohormone, typically involved in stomatal closure
through osmoregulation (Assmann and Shimazaki, 1999), as well as pro-
moting stomatal closure indirectly by decreasing 𝐾L (Pantin et al., 2013).
Interestingly, early ABA-signalling components were found to be involved in
the inhibition of BL-induced phosphorylation of guard-cell H+-ATPase via
the phototropins (Hayashi and Kinoshita, 2011). In addition, endogenous
levels of ABA are known to be higher in the cry1 cry2 mutant, whereas stom-
atal conductance in light is higher in its WT (Boccalandro et al., 2012); a
difference which suggests that crys play a role in ABA signalling, potentially
affecting stomatal conductance. I suggest that diurnal regulation of stom-
atal movements could depend on a signalling network connecting both the
BL-photoreceptors (crys and phots) with ABA metabolism and transport.

4.4 Acclimation and adaptation to drought and
shade

The variation among genotypes in stomatal responses to the light and drought
treatments in II and III derives from their adaptation to the different envi-
ronments where these species or populations have evolved. Fast stomatal
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responses to light have been most frequently observed in grass-like stomata
(Johnsson et al., 1976). When well-watered, the beech population Montejo-
ES from the Mediterranean region had the largest difference in 𝑔s between
light and shade when compared to populations of other origins (Table 1 in III).
The speed of stomatal opening also seems to be related to stomatal anatomical
characteristics. The response of gas exchange of species from wetlands, which
have smaller stomata, is typically faster than average, while those species from
high elevations or from drier conditions tend to have larger stomata and re-
spond more slowly (Drake et al., 2013). These two types of adaptations of
stomatal response may represent different strategies for dealing with the com-
promise between carbon gain and water loss. The mechanism behind these
adaptations of stomatal opening, in terms of speed and sensitivity of response
to light, is likely to depend on BL-perception mediated by crys and phots (dis-
cussed in Section Quick or slow stomatal opening and Environmental effects
on the degree of stomatal opening. This perspective was thoroughly reviewed
by Lawson and Blatt (Lawson and Blatt, 2014) who analysed the impact
of stomatal-opening speed and responsiveness on 𝐴netand WUE; concluding
that both guard-cell metabolism and anatomical characteristics are important
for this function.

4.5 Reproducibility in research work

Article IV describes the use of modern digital imaging and data-analysis tools
to assess leaf area. This tutorial stemmed from my refinement of a method for
analyses of plant images required for data processing in I. There was added
value in detailing this method as a guide for researchers looking to exploit
the capacity of this software tool to obtain leaf area data. Hence a step by
step description of this protocol from image acquisition to image analysis and
quantification was made, allowing an extended description of the approach to
give clarity to the analyses from I, and giving other researchers the opportunity
to apply and repeat this protocol themselves.

The statistical computer language R (R Core Team, 2019) was another im-
portant digital tool in my thesis research. The data from my experiments
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required the use of advanced statistical and model fitting methods such as:
general additive model (GAM) (Wood, 2017) for temporal data in I; linear
mixed model (LMM) (Zuur et al., 2009) in both I and III; and visualisa-
tion tools (Panik, 2013), which are not readily available outside the free and
open-source R environment. The presentation of the results from the addi-
tive mixed model fits and confidence bands (Figure 2 in I) was rewarding in
the end, clearly showing the roles of crys and phots in the diurnal courses,
which can be rather complicated to express otherwise. Learning to code the
GAMs and LMMs, deepened my understanding in these statistical methods
and appreciation of experimental design, and helped the interpretation of these
results. As well argued by Wasserstein and Lazar in (2016), “Good statistical
practice, as an essential of good scientific practice, emphasizes principles of
good study design and conduct, a variety of numerical and graphical sum-
maries of data, understanding of the phenomenon under study, interpretation
of results in context, complete reporting and proper logical and quantitative
understanding of what data summaries mean. No single index should substi-
tute for scientific reasoning.”

One unexpected benefit of learning R is the advantage of having reproducible
research. I started using R in 2010 when it was beginning to sharply increase
in popularity. Besides those existing R packages, many great new R packages,
such as ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016) for graphing and knitr (Xie, 2014) for
texting were born and developed during these years. This helped me to apply
R and its IDE software RStudio as a key tool in my research and in the writing
of this thesis. The whole research work can be recorded in a plain text file and
can be reproduced in the R console, including the data analyses and plotting.
With these packages and an open-source development community, my research
can be presented, shared and even reproduced, independent of any commercial
software.
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Chapter 5

CONCLUSIONS

Light can affect plant water relations by regulating the rate and magnitude
of stomatal movement. Blue-light photoreceptors play important roles in this
movement under blue and green light, with their contributions to stomatal
control changing through the photoperiod (I). When plants grow in shade,
the response of stomatal conductance to long-term water-deficit may become
more conservative (III). Under drought, related species within the same genus
can have different water-use strategies, including the regulation of stomatal
conductance (II). Differences in water use are correlated with local climate and
help to explain the geographic distribution of related species (II) and variation
among local populations (III).

My findings broaden our understanding of the mechanisms behind mainte-
nance of a favourable water balance in plants. I achieved this by connecting
photoreceptor function to stomatal regulation at different times of the day, and
stomatal regulation to the trade-off between water use efficiency and main-
tenance of hydraulic conductivity. Much remains to be done before these
connections can be validated over the full range environmental gradients that
occur in nature. The roles of photoreceptors in diurnal regulation of water
relations during a drought period are far from clear; neither are their roles in
acclimation and adaptation of different species and populations to the dynamic
light environments of natural habitats. Further research will be required to
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understand the roles played by photoreceptors in different water-use strategies
and at different time scales spanning from days to seasons.
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